1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.

- Awesome!
- Dynamic, engaging, entertaining.
- Easy to follow, explained copyright in a simple easy to understand way.
- Easy to understand and to share w/my university.
- Energetic, entertaining, & informative.
- Entertaining. Informative. Entermative (betcha thought it was gonna say INFOTAINING).
- Fun! Interactive!
- Good use of quizzes.
- Good—risk analysis would have been a good addition . . .
- Great presentation!
- Great!! One of the best!
- High energy.
- High-energy presenter. Good having quiz at beginning & throughout.
- I have to admit that the mustache turned me off and almost prevented me from attending this session. I’m glad I did attend.
- I thought I knew a lot about copyright, but I learned a few things.
- I would have liked more info on licensing/using textbook info.
- Informative & gives guidelines.
- It is edu-tainment. Five stars!
- It was very dynamic and I feel more empowered with the information that I learned.
- It was very energetic and fun, and very informative.
- Ninjas are everywhere.
- Practical for my usage.
- Simple ideas/ways to remember copyright. Thanks. Makes it easier to pass along info.
- So helpful. Presentation skills 5++! Eased my nervousness. Fantastic!
- Thanks for the ninja lesson.
- Thomas, this is a great—actually the best—presentation so far. Thank you! It is much more fun to learn copyright with you than in class.
- Very informative.
- Very useful and clear.